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In this edition we bring exciting news :TIME CAPSULE UPDATE
The official public launch of our exciting Time
Capsule Project took place on 19th March 2022
in Maison Dieu.

CONSTABLES TOWER PROJECT

English Heritage are busy doing some
restoration and repair work on
Constables but we are busy on a new
Constables Garden Project. Devised
and spearheaded by committee
member Mark Danson.
CONSERVATION at DOVER CASTLE
Restoration and Repair work has been undertaken on the
Northern defences and ditches and the company entrusted
with this work were able to take the public on guided tours
around the conservation work. If you remember this was
facilitated during the Restoration and Repair work at the St
Mary-in-Castro Church in 2016 where members of the
public were able to climb up to specially provided platforms
to view the restoration work high up.
HURST CASTLE
We hear from our
Friends at Hurst Castle

This is St John’s Tower at Dover Castle - part of
the work going on.

EDITOR / CHAIRMAN’S VIEWS
It is great news that English Heritage are moving forward from the pandemic by treating 2022
as a normal year, trying to get things back to normal, if there is such a thing !
Whilst the major Master Plan is having to be revised and anticipated numbers of visitors
reduced, the Castle will be having some great events plus a lot of other things going on to
attract visitors and sustain national and global interest .
We, the Friends of Dover Castle, still have a significant role to play in promoting and supporting
the Castle and this year would appear to be a year we have a number of great opportunities
opening up to us.
The Community Time Capsule Project is well and truly coming to fruition with the Official Launch on 19th March and a planned Burial
date of Monday 12th September 2022, providing nothing untoward is discovered in the final “Maison Dieu Project dig”, which would
cause delay.
Committee member Mark Danson is heading up a Constables Tower Garden Project and Neil McCollum, the English Heritage Director
has been brilliant in allowing us access to the garden and facilitating our use of this to take this fantastic project forward. The scope
here is limitless!
I am shortly going to be meeting with the Operations Manager Becky, to organise our special member tours, which I am hoping will
include, Dumpy, Behind Closed Doors, Stone Hut, PWRR&QR Museum and a special one for this year - an early tour of the
restoration and improvement works in the Northern curtain walls and ditches. I am also hoping to arrange tours further afield, such as
Deal and Walmer Castles and possibly Hurst Castle. Let me know your views on potential tours or suggest events for us to organise.
We are also hoping to resurrect the Castle Quiz Nights, which have always proved popular and are good events for fundraising.
We are also hoping to plan a proper AGM this year - so please keep watching out for updates.
I admit it has been tough over the last couple of years but I think we have done well to keep going, suggesting things and organising
events and activities to keep not only the Friends going as a viable charity but also maintaining interest in Dover Castle. We held art
and story-telling competitions - the winning entries will be conserved in the Time Capsule; we kept the Newsletters going -I do
apologise as this is the first since August last year - and I am proud that we were the first organisation in Dover, to organise a public
event after lockdown, with our Art Exhibition and auction at Dover’s Stembrook Market in October 2020, as opened by the Mayor!
We were also able to commemorate the 80th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain by commissioning a special painting.
We have also been promised our own Accommodation this year and should be installed before the next newsletter. I appreciate we
have reported similar news previously but this time Neil is determined to make this happen for us. I think there is a lot of positivity from
English Heritage and especially Dover Castle and as I am now in to my 9th year as Chairman of the Friends of Dover Castle, I am
feeling as enthused as ever and think 2022 will be a great year for us.
Just 10 years ago, in July, I ascended the 292 steps to take the Olympic Flame to the top
of the Keep during the London 2012 Olympic Torch Relay.

EDITOR REQUEST
We are always looking for articles, stories and images to publish in our newsletters. Please
send relevant items to me by email ...
chairman@dover-castle-friends.org
and I will do my best to include in the next newsletter.
I am planning to publish the next newsletter in Summer, so articles to me by June 24th 2022.

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP OR JOIN BEFORE JUNE and get 15
months for the price of 12 - YES a whole 15 mths annual subscription.
www.dover-castle-friends.org

GRAND LAUNCH - Dover Community Time Capsule Project
Although we actually publicised this project last September as part of the Heritage
Open Days activities, we had not, at that time secured a burial site. We were
partnering with the PWRR&QR Museum and DDC but as we do not own land we
needed to find somewhere to bury the capsule.
Jon Iveson, the Museums and Tourism Manager at DDC, facilitated us joining the
Reawakening the Maison Dieu Project which will be having three separate
archaeological digs across the historic site of the Maison Dieu. We will be able to
bury the capsule in the last of the 3 digs and plan to do this during Heritage weeks
in September 2022. (pencil in Monday 12th September 2022)
This event on Saturday 19th March, saw well over a hundred visitors attend the
Town Hall to see conservators in action and find out about our special Community
Time Capsule Project. Visitors were asked to describe or suggest articles which
could go in the capsule and the wining entries will be invited to the special event
when the capsule is buried.
Martin Crowther, the Maison Dieu Engagement Officer also hosted events on the
Thursday and Friday prior to launch where local schools were invited to see the
Town Hall conservation project in person, speak with expert conservators and also
find out about the Time Capsule and enter their suggestions.

Graham is pictured her with Chairman of Dover District Council, Mike
Conolly, Maison Dieu Engagement Officer, Martin Crowther and the
Right Worshipful The Mayor of Dover, Gordon Cowan. It was so nice
they were able to attend, given the short notice and they are very
enthusiastic about the project. Below image, is Graham with Mike,
Gordon and Trevor Bartlett, Leader of DDC and champion of the
Maison Dieu Project.

One of the many children taking part in the project - here
filling in the Time Capsule Project Template - letting us
know what she would like to save for future Dover people.

The Time Capsule was purchased from Heritage Time Capsules
based in Williamsville ,New York in USA. It is made of corrosion
resistant 304 grade, stainless steel and can withstand extremes of
temperature and is watertight.

Dover Castle Conservation Tour 4 November 2021 by Mark Danson.
PAYE Stone and Restoration Ltd https://www.paye.net/services/conservation/ have been working at Dover Castle for some months on
Phase 1 of their restoration work, having secured a contract after tendering for work and surveying specific areas of Dover Castle on
behalf of Historic England, who oversee all restoration work on English Heritage properties. As part of this project the company
agreed to provide regular updates and interactive progress tours to HE/EH operatives, interested groups and the wider general public.
On the 4 November 2021 three FODC committee members attended one the these tours and were given a guided and an informative
tour by Spencer Hall, Accredited Conservator- Restorer (Head of conservation at PAYE) and Sam Stones, Property Curator EH.
The tour started with a health and safety brief outside the stable block adjacent to the medieval tunnel entrance.

The Northern Defences are substantial and include the Redan
Spencer outlined how PAYE had developed the necessary skill set and expertise to undertake the restoration needs of many of the
country's historic buildings.
Phase 1 of the works at Dover Castle has required an arduous and extensive series of surveys involving many hours of painstaking
examination of structures, to establish the type and level of restoration required.
Phase 1 restoration works involve several aspects including the clearing of vegetation on the eastern wall between Norfolk Towers
and Avranches Tower. Further work under this phase involves major restoration work at Constables Tower, St Johns Tower and the
Norfolk Towers including the medieval tunnel section between the blocked North entrance and the Spur and Redan.
Much of this restoration work involves the replacement of brickwork, masonry and mortar using traditional methods where possible.
The replacement of medieval/Napoleonic brick work in and around the Norfolk Towers has been a real challenge. There are now only
a hand full of company’s in the UK that can produce the type of hand made brick required. Matching of mortar pigments has also been
quite a challenge but the results have been exceptionally good. New developments in the application of ‘lime mortars’ have been
used where appropriate but there have been many incidences where traditional methods have been employed in order to maintain the
integrity and the look of the original building work.
Dover Castle has a history going back some 2000 years and the structure of the outer walls and towers have undergone many
changes using a variety of different building techniques and mortars. PAYE have used several different lime based mortars, medieval
cements, pigments and modern additives in order to maintain not only the authentic look of the structure but to combat water ingress
and degradation.
Water ingress above the medieval tunnels and through the top and sides of St Johns Tower has been a significant and severe
problem. Much of this water ingress has come about as a result of the tower being lowered and merely capped with medieval cement.
Subsequent repairs throughout the last few hundred years have never solved the problem.
In fact some repairs around the side walls of St Johns Tower were made using ordinary cement which only made the water ingress
and retention problem worse, leading to further leaks down into the medieval tunnels.

PAYE have undertaken a massive restoration of St John’s Tower and the side walls have had new ‘lime mortar’ applied, which in
time will allow the building to breathe and expel the water and dry out. However, the top of this tower remains a problem. Severe
cracks and cement degradation has allowed water to penetrate causing major leaks which, due to the thickness of the side walls
has been absorbed by the bricks, stone and mortar. Water proof capping's of various types could have been used such as lead or
copper but of course none of these would be ‘in keeping’ with the original. Historic England have decided that repairs can only be
made using medieval style cements and although this is not ideal, if it is regularly maintained will provide adequate protection.
All of this restorative structural work is being recorded through meticulous 1m x 1m ‘before and after’ photographic imagery. This
data is collected daily by the stonemasons and the rope access stonemasons using body worn HD camera equipment. The data is
shared to a WhatsApp group and collated and uploaded to a central data base for future reference.

SSt John’s Tower

The second part of the tour involved Constables Tower which is undergoing major conservation work in three major areas. Firstly
the brickwork chimneys are undergoing restoration which in some cases involves the complete dismantling of the chimney before
rebuilding. Much of the brickwork has been salvaged and re used but it has been necessary to source new bricks made to very
similar specification as the originals. This has been an absolutely essential part of the restoration of Constables Tower.
Constables Tower has also had serious issues involving water ingress on the Gateway side above the Caponier. Cracks have developed due to vegetation growth and missing mortar. The only way to address these issues is for ‘rope access stonemasons’ to
drop over the sides from the roof, rake out the old mortar and refill using traditional lime mortars. This is an ongoing, dangerous and
time consuming task but an essential part of the Phase 1 project.
In addition to the above works, Constables Tower is undergoing restoration of its Galleting which is predominantly seen on the
inside walls of the Gateway that face the Keep. Galleting is the insertion of thin slithers of flints into the mortar and is used as a
method of strengthening the mortar but also adds a certain decorative element to the stonework. The upper floors of Constables
Tower specifically around the windows and stone supporting structures are all being inspected and restored using traditional
methods where necessary.
During the tour Sam gave us a brief history of the relevant areas under restoration outlining the changes that have taken place
throughout the various periods of the castle’s history, and how this information has been instrumental in helping to identify areas
where concealed works needed to be carefully examined prior to restoration. In many areas especially in and around the Norfolk
Towers medieval and Napoleonic structures merge and this has been an extremely challenging area to restore. Several types of
bricks, stone and mortars have all been specifically sourced from specialised company's in order to recreate and match the original
structures.
The outer East wall restoration has involved a huge scaffold rig that is able to lower a cradle that can accommodate several people.
This has allowed surveyors, conservators and specialist stonemasons to conduct joint observations thus saving time and allowing
for much more in-depth analysis to take place, something which cannot be done by a single person on a rope. The cradle has also
been used to carry out the restoration work in a far more effective and safe environment.

Constables - conservator in action

Constables Gate - along northern ditches

Constables - conservator in action

Constables Tower - unfortunately abseiling
was not included in the tour! These are experts
where scaffolding is not appropriate.

The final part of the tour took us out onto the Spur so that we could see the north side restoration work on St Johns Tower. There has
been extensive mortar work all around the tower and as this is now nearing completion the results look magnificent.
The restoration work is ongoing and there will almost certainly be a Phase 2 operation but as yet the areas selected for restorative
works have yet to be agreed. However, there will be further opportunities for similar tours in the new year and having witnessed first
hand how this restoration work is carried out, I would fully recommend taking up the opportunity to get on a tour, the whole business
is quite fascinating.
Mark Danson Committee Member November 2021

AMAL

From Syria to Manchester - the plight of child refugees

One of the exciting events I took part in over the winter months was the “Walk” on 20th October 2021. Part of the International Arts
Festival, producers, Good Chance, created an 11 ft high puppet, named Amal, to highlight the plight of refugee children all over the
World. The walk of Amal was from Syria to Manchester and she stopped off at Dover on her way.
The Future Foundry, run by Lisa Oulton, engaged with the local community and got local people
to make 500 lanterns which would be used to light Amal’s way as she walked from Pencester
Gardens up to the Castle. The Future Foundry were the lead partners for this leg of he walk and
it must have been great to see thousands of people turn out for the event and participate in
walking up to the Castle.

I was unable to do the walk
but I managed to get up to
the Castle in my wheelchair
and it was a great spectacle.
the artists who actually came
great job moving Amal about

I met some lovely people and managed to speak with
from Syria and the operators of the puppet who did a
it must have been tiring for the man inside the puppet!

I may have been awkward
everyone made way for me

and probably in the way a bit in my wheelchair but
and made sure I was okay and had a good view.

The Castle was lit up Red for the occasion and English Heritage allowed the project to build a lighthouse like feature on Palace
green. The structure needed huge concrete blocks to keep it secure. There was also a performance stand where people recited
poems, gave talks and sang. Hundreds assembled on Palace Green and it was quite a spectacle.

CHOUGHS UPDATE

The Choughs went away for winter but are being brought back so if you get a chance make a visit to see them. They are located near
the Fire Command Post.

The plan is to re-introduce them into the wild and is part of a project
led by Wildwood and Kent Wildlife Trust.

CHRISTMAS CAROL CONCERT : St Mary-in-Castro, Church, Dover Castle
Unfortunately, we were advised not to provide refreshments prior to this event due to another surge in Covid cases. I was in the
middle of self isolating for 10 days due to being in contact with someone testing positive and there was a fear the Castle may have
had to close again putting the Concert in jeopardy.

Luckily, Richard Hawkins , the Headteacher of Green Park Community Primary School, was able to turn up with an albeit slightly
depleted choir and put on a fantastic Carol Concert again. Wendi Atherton, our honorary vice president was able to attend as our
representative but we can only apologise for not being able to provide refreshments and support as we do normally.

Well done Green Park ! Hopefully things will be back to normal in 2022.

OFFICERS NEW BARRACKS

Another exciting project I was invited to participate in was with regard to the Officers New Barracks. As you know this has been idle
for some while and English Heritage commissioned a survey and preparatory work to help them decide what could be done with this
marvellous building. EH commissioned the School of Architecture at the University of Sheffield and they named the project Dover
Castle : Futures. I attended an event held inside the Officers New Barracks but unfortunately the door which would have given me
wheelchair access was out of commission so some students lifted my wheelchair up from the car park to the main level for me.
In addition to giving a brief talk they had also
mocked up a few models on key themes :•

Complement the role of the castle as a
heritage visitor attraction

•

Generate revenue

•

Support the sustainability of the wider site

This was not going to be an easy task and they
needed to present the results to English Heritage at
quite short notice.
During their research they spoke to a wide range of
stakeholders, schools and the local community.
I was invited as Chair of the Friends and seen as a
stakeholder in the project
The Project Team, also had to ensure the 4 key priorities were included:Inspiration
•
Conservation
•
Wider community participation
•
Financial sustainability.
The students split into 3 teams, - The feasibility team, The Maker Experience Team (Option 1) and the Luxury Hotel Experience Team
(option 2). Option 1 would look at attracting more local visitors and increased local engagement whereas Option 2 would attract the
global luxury short stay visitors which is thought to be a growing market. The students also looked at combining options so that teher
would be a luxury hotel at one end and community use at the other including making the ONB become the hub to everything at the
Castle.
There were some great ideas coming forward from
the floor together with draft models and sketches
already prepared by the students which invoked lots
of discussion. There was also an ad hoc tour which
Director Neil McCollum steered and those attended
were able to enter the basement levels and have a
good look around the quarters, where it was still safe
to do so. I am sure these Architecture Students were
all enthralled by the architecture on display here and
the shameless elegance that Officers enjoyed as
opposed to rank and file men.
•

The building was completed in 1858 and housed 45
Officers in 2 wings. Following a Royal Commission it
was recommended that Officers and Men should be kept separated and so plans were made to house officers beyond the Castle
walls and building started in 1864, on a Crescent of houses which became known as Victoria Park Mansions together with a Castle
Gate House. This became too expensive a project and the military never took ownership and the Officers remained in the New
Barracks until the army departed the Castle as a garrison on 1958.

Can you picture the Officers New Barracks as a luxury hotel?

Can you picture the transformation into a long hub of commercial and crafts organisations with a mezzanine deck above.
The main hall is long and high and could be used for a multitude of activities drawing visitors in.
Lots of rooms could be created providing studios,
workshops or galleries for various crafts and activities.
Any form of transformation would cost £millions.
The building was not part of the latest Master Plan but
at least English Heritage are looking at the feasibility
of transforming it into some sort of use and viable
revenue stream.
What would you use it for ?

The above drawing combines a luxury hotel with a multitude of crafts including
heritage type crafts such as Armour making and tapestry. There would be a
resident artist with his own quarters as well as retail units and a restaurant. We
mustn't forget the building has a huge basement which can be turned into units
to use. In this drawing they have placed the restaurant in the basement area, but
I’d rather see it higher up as the views out over the harbour would be fantastic.
Obviously this is early days but I think it’s a positive step forward that English
Heritage are looking at doing something with the building. No Use Empty!
DISCLAIMER: Including this article does not imply that English Heritage
have accepted the project nor will be taking it forward. This was a study
by Architecture Students commissioned by English Heritage. It is included
in this newsletter for information purposes only.
(Images and drawings, courtesy of www.liveprojects.org/2021/dover-castlefutures/
School of Architecture, The University of Sheffield.)
liveprojects@sheffield.ac.uk

DOVER CASTLE EVENTS

Saturday 2nd April - Sunday 24th April 2022
10 am to 5 pm daily.
Additional charges may apply
Participants get a chocolate treat and Adventurer’s
Certificate

Saturday 30th to Sunday 31st July 2022
10 am to 5 pm.
Additional charges may apply
NEW THIS YEAR !

Saturday 27th to Monday 29th August 2022
10 am to 4 pm
Additional charges may apply
Pre—booking is required for this event.

Saturday 22nd to Sunday 30th October 2022
10 am to 5 pm
Half Term Fun for all the family.

QUIZ ANSWERS :
These are the quiz answers from the Spring 2011 Edition of the newsletter. As it has been such a long time, we quote the answers with questions
with the answers in case you have mislaid your Spring Newsletter. Our quiz master had sent them to me but I must have mislaid them so didn't
make the last newsletter. How are you doing? We hope your knowledge of the Castle and Dover Town is improving.
The Castle, Town and Port, Channel and White Cliffs: Round B: Dover Town and Port

21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.
36.

37.
38.
39.

40.

Dover is one of the five original Cinque Ports - name the four others (Clue – one is not in Kent!)
Hastings, Romney, Hythe, Sandwich
What name was given to the town of Dover to reflect the bombardment it received during the Second World War?
‘Hell-Fire Corner’
Which English playwright, composer, actor, director, singer lived at St Margaret’s Bay from 1945 to 1951 before moving to Jamaica?
Noel Coward

A private garden just below Dover Castle was the very first place in Britain to receive what on Christmas Eve 1914?
The very first bomb to fall on British soil (having missed its intended, much larger, and more symbolic target – Dover Castle
What devastating event hit Dover in 1348/9?
The Plague or Black Death
By what name was the Roman town and port of Dover known?
Dubris (from the British name ‘Dubras’ meaning ‘waters’)
What Roman feature is open to the public in Dover town today
The Roman Painted House
In Roman times what was a ‘hypocaust’?
An underground central heating system
The ‘Maison Dieu’ was founded in 1203 by Hubert de Burgh for what original purpose?
As a ‘hospital’ to accommodate pilgrims and any other visitor needing ‘hospitality’
What does ‘Maison Dieu’ mean?
House of God
‘The Pines Calyx’ at St Margaret’s Bay is a unique ‘eco’ building made of what?
Compacted chalk (with grass roof)
What is the name given to Dover to reflect its strategic position at the entrance to the Country (and identified today in the name
of a prominent seafront building)?
‘The Gateway to England’
In 1914 two ships, Livonian and Montrose, played a special part in the defence of Dover, what was it?
They were two blockships intended to be deliberately sunk in the western entrance to Dover Harbour
During WW1 Dover became the base of which organisation set up to maintain vital sea communication with Northern France
and Belgium?
The Dover Patrol
Which two streets in the Tower Hamlets area of Dover share names with two medieval Constables of Dover Castle?
De Burgh St and Odo Road
What was the name of the Royal Navy Ship which was deliberately torpedoed and sunk by our own Navy in Dover Harbour in
1918?
HMS Glatton
Which English poet wrote Dover Beach in 1851?
Matthew Arnold
nd
What was ‘The Classis Britannica’, based at Dover for much of the 2 Century AD?
The Roman Fleet
What threat was expected to arrive in Dover on 9th August 1805?
The invasion fleet of Napoleon Bonaparte
What was the name of the ancient hostelry in Queen Street, just inside the old town wall at Cow Gate, demolished in 1971 supposedly to make way for the new, York Street bypass?
‘The Cause Is Altered’

Questions and answers compiled by committee member Anne Beacham.

CONSTABLES KITCHEN GARDEN PROJECT

This amazing project was put forward by Mark Danson of our committee and he is leading it with his wife Pauline. Neil McCollum, the
Director, jumped at the chance of someone making use of the gardens at Constables and has been proactive in facilitating this for us.
The project will be basically to get the garden in use again, grow flowers, shrubs and vegetables with a view to using produce at the
Castle and offering some for sale. We will be able to open up the garden for open days and special events with the aim the garden
will become self sustaining. The scope here is incredible as the outbuildings may become available to us, although it is anticipated
there will be quite a bit of repair work needed. This certainly supports the policy of getting buildings back in to use!
Remarkably the greenhouse was intact and in good order and we are gradually gathering tools, equipment and consumables ready
to make a great go of this.
Volunteers will always be needed and welcome, so if you fancy your hand in kitchen gardening, please let us know - if you contact
me with your details, I will pass them on to Mark. chairman@dover-castle-friends.org

QUIZ

Round C: The Channel and the White Cliffs

41.

In which decade were the very first two pilot tunnels for a tunnel under the channel begun? (One was at
Shakespeare Cliff Dover and the other at Sangatte, Calais).

42.

In which year was the Channel Tunnel formally opened?

43.

Where did the spoil from the digging of the tunnel go?

44.

What was French engineer Louis Bleriot the first to achieve in 1909?

45.

Who was the first person to swim the English Channel in 1875?

46.

The French name for the English Channel is La Manche’. What does this mean?

47.

What is the Channel between Dover and Calais called?

48.

What is the shortest distance between France and England? To nearest mile (or kilometre)?

49.

What is the average depth of the English Channel at this narrowest point between Dover and Calais? (100 ft, 150ft or
200ft?)

50.

What is the name of the shipwrecking sandbank which lies six miles off the Deal coast?

51.

From what is the chalk of the White Cliffs of Dover made?

52.

How long ago was it last possible to walk across a land connection from England to the Continent? (2000 years ago,
8000 years ago or 12,000 years ago?).

53.

‘Albion’ is the old name for Britain known by the Celts, Ancient Greeks, and Romans, what does it mean?

54.

In 1979 cyclist Bryan Allen became the first person to cross the English Channel by which means?

55.

In 1911/12 a wide gently sloping ramp was constructed up the white cliffs from Dover seafront to the cliff top at
Langdon Cliffs. For what purpose was this constructed, but never fully completed?

56.

Which Shakespeare Play mentions the White Cliffs of Dover?

57.

Who was the ‘Forces Sweetheart’ who made famous ‘(There’ll be Bluebirds Over) The White Cliffs of Dover’ in 1942?

58.

Which two bodies of water are connected by the English Channel?

59.

An aerial ropeway was officially opened in 1930 to carry what from Tilmanstone to Dover’s Eastern Arm?

60.

What was referred to by Shakespeare as ‘that dreadful trade’?

Questions and answers compiled by Anne Beacham, Committee member, Friends of Dover Castle

1st APRIL 2022

10.00 am to 5.30 pm daily

Unfortunately, parts of the Eastern (see image above) and Western wing batteries are inaccessible whilst urgent repair work is
being undertaken. The GOOD NEWS is that Hurst Castle has been placed on the 2022 World Monuments Watch, a selection of
25 heritage sites of worldwide significance whose preservation is urgent and vital to the communities surrounding them. This will
give access to the World Monuments Fund helping Hurst Castle be saved, repaired and restored. English Heritage, alongside
the Culture Recovery Fund, have already committed £3m on works to stabilise the breach and protect Hurst Castle including
specialists in marine engineering and coastal defence construction.

Join the Friends of Dover Castle before 30th June 2022 and enjoy 15
months for the price of 12 !
•

JOIN NOW - Price increase anticipated April 2023

•

Free entry to the Castle all year round (provided it is open to the public)

•

Up to 6 accompanied children go free

•

10% discount in shops and cafeterias

•

Free entry to Friends of Dover Castle events

•

Special Tours - go places not usually open to the public

•

Regular Membership Newsletters

•

Take part in special projects - such as Constables Garden Project

•

Support your Castle - all funds raised are spent on Dover Castle

Where are all these places?

Have you been? Would you like to ?

Join the Friends and you will have opportunities to got to places not generally open to the public AND these
tours are FREE to members of the Friends of Dover Castle
See our website for details www.dover-castle-friends.org

